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Abstract
Let Q be a Girard quantale  In other words Q is a complete lattice which also has
the structure of a  autonomous category  For every n  f           g we dene
a category of sets with values in Q and Qrespecting relations which gives us a
model of full classical linear logic thus generalizing both the category of coherence
spaces 	
 and that of hypercoherences 	 
Dedicated to John C  Reynolds on the Occasion of his th Birthday
In this paper we present categories of  Girard quantalevalued sets thus
constructing a class of models of classical linear logic that approximate what
localevalued sets are to intuitionistic logic There have been previous at
tempts at constructing categories of quantalevalued sets 	 but ours
di
ers primarily in that morphisms emulate relations between the quantale
valued sets we dene as opposed to functions If ones goal is to construct
 autonomous categories this should come as no surprise since the canonical
model of classical linear logic that has sets as objects has relations as mor
phisms A very good sign that something about our model is right is that
we end up generalizing two wellknown models of classical linear logic namely
coherent domains 	 and hypercoherences 	 Independently of the fact that
we do get interesting new models this is an illustration of the slogan  good
generalization brings better understanding
   Autonomous Posets and Girard Quantales
We will use Occams Razor and try to get a denition for the structures that
interest us which is as simple to state and thus verify as possible We start
with a uple Q      
 
  C where
i Q     is a commutative monoid
ii 
 
is an involution on the set Q ie 
  
 
c
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iii C  Q is a subset with   C
Let  be the operation
      
 

 

The one additional axiom our structure is required to obey for the time being
is
 the inverse image 
 
C  QQ is the graph of a partial order 
Thus    i
   
 

 
 C It is easy to show that the involution is an
orderantiautomorphism 
 
 Q   Q 
op
 We denote the dualizing
element by 	  
 
and we get the usual equation 
 
  	
Proposition    The structure Q       
 
 is a poset which is a  au
tonomous category    being the tensor product	 and for wich C  f j
 
 g  Conversely given a  autonomous poset	 by taking for C the set of
elements greater than  we get a structure as above 
Proof If we start with Q      
 
  C as above we already know how to
construct the order  we rst prove  exponential adjunction
     i
     
 

 
 C i
     
 

  

 
 C
i
     
 

 
 C i
     
Next we show that  is indeed a monotone operation assume 

  In
order to show that 

      we just combine the assumed inequality with
the exponential adjoint to identity        to get 

     
and then use exponential adjunction again Thus we showed the poset Q is a
symmetrical monoidal closed category We will leave it to the reader to show
that C  f j  
 g and that 
 
is a dualizing element
Given Q       
 
 a  autonomous poset it is very easy to show that
if we take C to be the set of elements 
  the structure Q      
 
  C ts
the denition at the very beginning  
Denition   A Girard quantale 	 Q is a  autonomous poset which is a
suplattice as a poset in other words a complete lattice
In a Girard quantale we will denote the top element by  and the bottom
one by The reason for this should eventually become obvious this also has
the advantage of avoiding the usual clashes of notation between the practice
of  standard linear logic and that of classical latticedomain theory
It is immediate that in a Girard quantale Q we have that
       
W
iI

i

W
iI
  
i

for any family 
i

iI
of elements of Q and   Q This is due to the fact that
left adjoints preserve sups This obviously can be dualized the tensor being
replaced by its dual  par and sups by infs
Let us give some examples of  autonomous posets and quantales One
rather degenerate example but less so than the case Q  fg is the set

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f  ag with a  a  a and C  fg It is easy to see the order is discrete For
something slightly more elaborate let rst

  
	 
  

be the Hasse diagram of a fourelement poset actually complete lattice By
the remark just above the  multiplication table can be lled for both  and

    	
    	
  
    
	 	 
we decree that the dualizing operator on this set exchanges 	 and 
since we know that C  f g this partial multiplication table already denes
an ordering on our fourelement set it turns out that it is exactly the ordering
we began with Therefore if we ll the blanks of the table above only with 
and  they are the ones that do not get converted to elements of C in the 
table so they do not add relations between the elements in such a way as to
get an operation which is associative and commutative we obtain a quantale
whose elements are ordered exactly as in the Hasse diagram we started with
Our completion of choice is the following
    	
    	
    
    
	 	   
This is obviously commutative and the reader can check it is also associative
the only triples of elements for which associativity has to be veried are those
not containing  or  We will call this quantale R
Call the following Q

 Q
 
respectively
   
   
   
   
    
    
    
    
    

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In both cases C  f g and also 
 
  the unit is the dualizing object
in the second case we also have 
 
  A simple computation shows the
respective orders are



and

  
 
  


Notice the morphism of quantales R Q

 thus Q

is a quotient of R
In 	 it is shown under the name  phase semantics how to construct
Girard quantales as sets of subsets of a commutative monoid
 Coherences Multiplicatives and Additives
For n  f         g and any set A let
P
n
A  fx  A j Cardx 	 n g
P

n
A  fx  A j  	 Cardx 	 n g
Thus for example P

A is isomorphic to Afg P
n
and P

n
can be considered
as endofunctors on the category of sets subfunctors of the covariant powerset
functor Let Q be a  autonomous poset and A  Q a subset which is closed
under   
 
and   in other words A is a  autonomous subposet of Q For
example if Q  R we can take A  f 	g if Q  Q
i
as above we can take
A  fg these are the most important cases   but another possibility is to
take A  Q whatever Q is
Let n 
  we dene an n Q Acoherence to be a pair X  jXj   

X

where jXj is a set the web of X and 

X
P

n
jXj  Q a function such that


X
fpg  A for every p  jXj When things are obvious we tend to drop the
subscript on 
 and we also tend to drop the parameters n Q and A
We dene a strict n Q Acoherence to be a coherence jXj   
 such that
for every a  P

n
jXj we have in addition that 
a  A implies a is a singleton
Let jXj  


 be a coherence space 	 ie


is a reexive symmetric
binary relation on jXj We get a strict   Q

  fgcoherence on jXj by dening

 as

fp  qg 
 








 if p  q ie p


q  p  q
 if p  q
 if p  q ie not p


q and p  q
Conversely from a strict   Q

  fgcoherence it is easy to dene a coherence
space we have a binary symmetrical and reexive relation on jXj by taking
p


q i
 
fp  qg  C
Also recalling that a hypercoherence 	 X is a pair jXj  X where X
is a set of nite subsets of jXj that includes all the singletons one gets a strict

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 Q

  fgcoherence on jXj by

a 
 








 if a  X and is not a singleton
 if a is a singleton
 if a  X and is not a singleton
Conversely it is easy to see that a strict  Q

 Acoherence denes a hyperco
herence by taking X  

 
C
If X is an n Q Acoherence we dene
X
 
 fx  jXj j a  P
n
x 
a  C g 
Quite obviously X
 
is a qualitative domain 	 and if n   it is coherent
X
 
is the set of coherent sets cliques of the web jXj  


 where p


q i


fp  qg  C
Given an n Q Acoherence X the orthogonal X

has jX

j  jXj and


X
 a  

 
X
a Since A is closed under 
 
the operation of taking the
orthogonal preserves strictness of coherences Given two n Q A coherences
X Y and a  P
n
 jXj  jY j  we will use the notations
a
X
 f p  jXj j q  jY j p  q  a g 
a
Y
 f q  jY j j p  jXj p  q  a g
In other words a
X
is the result of applying the morphism P
n
 to a where
 jXj  jY j  jXj is the projection
We dene X  Y by
jX  Y j  jXj  jY j  

a  

X
a
X
  

Y
a
Y

The reader should not be surprised that the denition of X  Y is
jX  Y j  jXj  jY j  

a  

X
a
X
  

Y
a
Y

As usual the denition of the  par of two coherences follows automatically
X O Y X

  Y
We then dene a morphism f X  Y in the category of n Q Acoherences
to be an element f  X  Y
 
 Notice that
f  X  Y
 
i
 a  P

n
f 
a  C
i
 a  P

n
f   

X
a
X
  

Y
a
Y

i
 a  P

n
f 

X
a
X
  

Y
a
Y
 

Composition of morphisms is just composition of graphs relations Thus
we have to show that given gY  Z we do have g  f  Y   Z
 
 But given
a  P

n
g  f we know that for any pr  a we can choose 
pr
 jXj  jZj
such that p
pr
  f and 
pr
r  g But then we have

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b fp
pr
 j pr  ag  P

n
f 
c f
pr
r j pr  ag  P

n
g
and the following are rather obvious
b
Y
 c
Y
  a
X
 b
X
  a
Z
 c
Z

Then since by assumption b
X
 b
Y
 c
Y
 c
Z
 from the above equations we
can deduce a
X
 a
Z
 and this shows g  f  X  Z
 

The identity relation on say jXj is obviously always a morphism X 
X Thus we get a category Q
n
A
Coh So far we have not made use of the
antisymmetry of  The fact that  is an order instead of a preorder gives
us a normal form theorem if two coherences are isomorphic in Q
n
A
Coh then
their webs are isomorphic This is because an isomorphismX  Y in Q
n
A
Coh
can only be an isomorphism jXj  jY j in the category of sets and relations
and thus the graph of a bijective function call that function  Then given
a  P

n
jXj the fact that 

X
a  

Y
a and 

Y
a  

X
a because
a  fpp j p  ag
X
and a  fpp j p  ag
Y
 shows 
a  
a
ie  is an isomorphism jXj   

X
 jY j   

Y

Theorem   Q
n
A
Coh is  autonomous 
Proof Let us rst show bifunctoriality of tensoring given f X  X


gY  Y

 We claim that f  g  fpqp

q

 j pp

  f  qq

  g g is
a morphism X  Y  X

 Y

 If a  P

n
f  g we know a
XY
 a
X
 a
Y

a
X

Y

 a
X

 a
Y

 and since a
X
 a
X

 a
Y
 a
Y

the fact that  is a mono
tone operation gives us a
XY
 a
X

Y

and that proves our claim The as
sociativity and commutativity of  in the standard sense of symmetrical
monoidal categories 	 are trivial to show from there we also get associa
tivity and commutativity of par It is also very easy to show that the unit
to tensor I is the coherence jIj  f g 
f g   and that the monoidal laws
for unit isomorphisms hold The fact that we have a natural isomorphism
Q
n
A
CohI X


X
 
is due to the observation that I  X


X and from
this we can show we have a symmetrical monoidal category by the following
sequence of natural isomorphisms
Q
n
A
CohX  Y Z


X  Y   Z
 


X  Y 

O Z
 


X

O Y

O Z
 


X  Y   Z
 


Q
n
A
CohX Y   Z
and this completes the proof  
Theorem  If A  Q in addition to being a  autonomous subposet	 is
such that
    A implies     A 
then the category Q
n
A
SCoh of strict coherences is  autonomous 
Proof This is because under this condition strict coherences are closed under
the multiplicatives the multiplicative units are obviously always strict Notice

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that the category of strict Q
n
Q
coherences is equivalent to Q seen as a category
since all its objects have singletons for webs  
The reader can check that Q



f g
SCoh is equivalent to the category of
coherence spaces and stable linear maps while Q


 
f g
SCoh is equivalent to
the category of hypercoherences and strongly stable linear maps
If Q  fg and then A  fg too for any n the category Q
n
A
Coh is
equivalent to sets and relations there are only two isomorphism types of
strict coherences the singletons and the empty set
Proposition  IfA	 in addition to obeying the conditions just above	 is also
an interval i e   

 A and     

implies   A then composition
in Q
n
A
SCoh is deterministic given f X  Y 	 gY  Z	 pr  g  f there
exists a unique q  jY j with pq  f 	 qr  g 
Proof Given f  g  p  r  as above let q  q

be such that pq  pq

  f and
qr  q

r  g By inequality  we have


X
fpg  

Y
fq  q

g  

Y
fq  q

g  

Z
frg
and this forces q  q

by strictness and the fact that A is an interval  
This is the case when Q  Q

and A   this allows us to think of
Q


f g
Coh as a category of generalized coherence spaces ie as a category
of nondeterministic more precisely notnecessarilydeterministic coherence
spaces If composition in the category of sets and relations is the most basic
primitive form of interaction and indeed this category is the basic build
ing block for  interaction categories	 the present work can be used as a
method for obtaining a form of control over basic interaction in the sense that
our techniques can be used to modulate the amount of nondeterminacy that
happens in categories of synchronization trees
In order to dene the additives in Q
n
A
Coh we add the requirement that
Q  have a top element  and thus a bottom  too We then dene
X
 
NX

by
jX
 
NX

j  jXj jY j

a 
 






X
i
a if a  jX
i
j
 if not ie a  jX
 
j    a  jX

j
and it is quite easy to show it is indeed the categorical product given Y and
f
i
Y  X
i
 i     the usual hf
 
  f

iY  X
 
NX

is obtained by just taking
the disjoint sum f
 
 f


The coproduct is dened by replacing  by  in the denition above
and these constructions are obviously generalizable to innitary families of Q
coherences Notice that we could use any   Q instead of or to contsruct
a binary connective and this opens the possibility of new additives  naturally
one has to nd a meaning for them from the point of view of syntax andor
universal properties The initial and terminal object coincide take  to be the
unique object with jj   In 	 we make the remark that the coincidence

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of the initial and terminal object in a model of linear logic means that we have
a model of computation as opposed to one of propositional logic
For Q
n
A
SCoh to have additives we just have to require that   A
 The Exponentials
In order to construct the exponentials we now decree that Q is a Girard
quantale Let us assume for a moment that X is an ordinay coherence space
We know of two di
erent ways of dening X The more common approach
	 uses for jXj the set of coherent nite subsets of jXj But there is another
possible denition of X 	 where jXj is the set of coherent multisets of
atoms of jXj In other words it is now allowed that in an element of jXj an
atom of jXj may have an arbitrary nite multiplicity It is wellknown 	
that this large version of  satises a universal property X is the couniversal
cocommutative comonoid
 
generated by X What is probably less well
known 	 is that the smaller  also satises a universal property
Denition   A diagonal comonoid in Q
n
A
Coh is a comonoid A 
A
  E
A

such that the comultiplication 
A
A AA contains the diagonal f ppp j
p  jAj g 
It is proved in 	 that in the category of coherent domains the  subset
version of X is the cofree diagonal comonoid generated by X Diagonality
can be seen as a kind of idempotency condition the equation x  xx is not
linear but somehow in the world of coherent domains and as we will see
in our more general context it is possible to mimic that equation or more
appropriately its dual coequation
Here we will concentrate on the small more widespread version of  and
show that it can be dened for a signicant class of categories of n Q A
coherences the case of the large  will be ignored for the time being We will
rst work in the particular case of the category Q
n
Q
Coh
So until further notice we assume that X is an n Q Qcoherence We
dene
jXj  P
 
jXj  fx  jXj j x is niteg
There is an embedding of sets  jX N Ij  jXj given by
p  fpg if p  jXj  
   
If x  P

n
jX N Ij we dene  x  P

n
jXj by direct image  x  fp j
p  jX N Ij g
 
From now on when we write  comonoid we mean  cocommutative  comonoid
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We denote the EgliMilner order on P

n
jXj by  in other words for
a  b  P

n
jXj we have a  b i

for every x  a there is y  b with x  y
for every y  b there is x  a with x  y
If a  P

n
jXj by a we denote the set
a f b  P

n
jXj j b  a g
it should be obvious that a is always nite Notice that a always contains
a  fg and also fg which is the bottom
Instead of immediately dening 

X
we will x by decree the paraphernalia
associated with cofree diagonal comonoids and then deduce 

X
from these
requirements
 the comultiplication 
X
 X  X  X will be
f xyz j x  y  z g
 the counit E
X
 X  I will be f g
 the couniversal arrow 
X
 X  X will be f fpgp j p  jXj g
The next problem is to nd 

X
such that all these operations will be
morphisms in Q
Q
n
Coh and also force the structure they dene to obey the
universal property we have stated For it is easy to show that 
X
as dened
is cocommutative coassociative and has E
X
as counit composition in our
category is as in sets and relations and the necessary equations follow regard
less of the exact denition of 

X
the impatient reader can look a few lines
down where there are observations that do indeed make our claim rather ob
vious Given m  N and an n Q Qcoherence A let
N
m
A denote the mfold
tensor product of A with itself in particular
N

A is I If A 
A
  E
A
 is a
comonoid and m  N we write 
m
A
for the operation of mfold comultipli
cation 
m
A
A 
N
m
A in other words it is the unique way of going from
A to
N
m
A by using whatetever combination of comonoid operations this
includes identity that suits ones fancy because of the comonoid structure
all combinations end up giving the same map It should be clear that 
m
X
is
the m ary relation
f xy
 
y

   y
m
  jXj      jXj j x  y
 
 y

     y
m
g  
and also that 

A
is 
A
 
 
A
identity on A while 

A
is just E
A
 Notice
that 
m
X
is always the dual of the graph of an mary settheoretic operation
in other words of a function jXj
m
 jXj Given a comonoid A and a subset
d  
m
A
we write d
j
 jAj for the jth projection of d onto jAj notice there
are m  possible values of j because there is a zeroth projection
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Proposition  Given a  b  c  P

n
jXj then there exists d  
X
with a 
d

  b  d
 
  c  d

if and only if

for every x  a there exists y  b  z  c with x  y  z	
for every y  b there exists z  c with y  z  a	
for every z  c there exists y  b with y  z  a 
Proof Rather trivial  
We write b  c  a when a  b and c are related as above
Proposition  i b  c  a implies b  a and c  a	
ii b  c  a implies c  b  a	
iii a  a  a and a  fg  a always 
Proof Absolutely trivial  
We can go back to the problem of dening 

X
 As we will soon see we are
faced with a localversusglobal problem which justies the following
Denition  Let D  P

n
jXj be a downclosed set A test function t
for D is a function tD  Q such that
i for every a  D b  c  a we have ta  tb  tc
ii t x  

XNI
x for every x  P

n
jX N Ij
This denition is motivated by the fact that 

X
will turn out to be the
greatest test function there is on P

n
jXj Then the rst condition has to hold
because we want 
X
to be a morphism for every d  P

n

X
 we have by
inequality  and the denition of 
 on tensor 

X
d

  

X
d
 
 

X
d


The second condition is motivated by the fact that we want both 
X
 X  X
and E
X
X  I to be morphisms and that the trace of h
X
  E
X
iY  X N I
is just f pp j p  jX N Ij g Thus it follows that
Proposition  If t is a test function dened on the whole of jXj then
jXj   t	 is a diagonal comonoid	 when we use for comultiplication and counit
the operation decreed for X 
The set of test functions on a given D is given an order via the pointwise
ordering
Proposition  Let a  P

n
jXj and t
i

iI
be an indexed family of test
functions for a  Then the pointwise sup t 
W
i
t
i
is a test function 
Proof The result is an easy calculation property i given b  c  a in D
then
ta 
W
iI
t
i
a 
W
iI
t
i
b  t
i
c

W
ijI
t
i
b  t
j
c  
W
i
t
i
b  
W
i
t
i
c
 tb  tc 

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where the distributivity of  over sup sis used in the second line  
Proposition 	 Let D  D

be closed subsets of P

n
jXj and t a test
function on D  Then t extends to a test function t

on D

 
Proof Dene
t

a 
 




ta if a  D
 if not
Then given b  c  a all in D

 if a  D we also have b  c  D by downwards
closure and then condition i holds because it holds in D while if a  D we
have ta   and condition i is guaranteed to hold Trivially condition ii
is always guaranteed to be true  
Notice that on anydown closedD there is always a greatest test function
just take the sup of the set of all test functions on D and apply  this set is
guaranteed to be nonempty because the constant  is always a test function
As promised above we dene 

X
as the greatest test function dened on
the whole of P

n
jXj
Proposition 
 For any a  P

n
jXj the restriction of 

X
to a is the
greatest test function on a 
Proof Suppose there were a greater test function t on a Then t could be
extended to P

n
to give a test function which would not be below 

X
  
Thus we see that the calculation of 

X
a only involves the nite set a
In other words the global problem of constructing the greatest test function
on jXj has been localized somewhat it can now be seen as an induction on
the strict EgliMilner order 
Before me prove the main result we need to know a little more about 

X

First notice that
Proposition  If A 
A
  E
A
 is a diagonal comonoid then for any a 
P

n
jAj we have that 

A
a  

A
a  

A
a 
Proof This is just because the set f ppp j p  ag is a subset of 
A
by
diagonality and the result follows by applying the projections  
Thus when A is a coalgebra 

A
cannot take any value   Q it always
has to be such that      We will say that such an  is subidempotent 
those with a categorical bent are likely to think of the subidempotents as the
cosemigroup for  objects of the category Q Given   Q we dene ! as
! the greatest    with     
Thus to further the categorical translation ! is the cofree cosemigroup in
Q generated by  It should be obvious that the operator ! is monotone and
idempotent and also that ! is the greatest subidempotent element
Let now a  jXj be a nite set all whose elements are singletons It is
easy to see that a  ffg  afg  ag It is also easy to see that the only

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triple b
 
  b

 b

in a which is not amenable to one mentioned in  iii is
a  a  fg  a Let   

X
a
Proposition   

X
restricted to a is

a  !  
a  fg  !  
  
Proof It su"ces to show that this denes a test function on a since it will
then be because of  and the universal property of ! the greatest possible
such The second condition in the denition of a test function holds trivially
As for the rst condition the cases given in  iii are trivial to check and
we can concentrate on the case a  afg  a in other words we want to show

a  
a  
a  fg ie !  !  ! But we have
!  !  !  !  ! 
which is due to the monotonicity of  and the fact that ! is the greatest
subidempotent  
Theorem    The structure X 
X
  E
X
  
X
 as dened is the cofree diag
onal comonoid generated by X in Q
n
Q
Coh 
Proof It is left to check the universal property Let A 
A
  E
A
 be a diagonal
comonoid and f A X a map inQ
Q
n
Coh We want to construct a morphism
of comonoids f

A X that factors f along 
X
 Let us assume for a moment
that this f

exists The equation 
X
f

 f forces qfpg  f

for every
qp  f  this is just because fpg is the unique r  jXj such that rp  
X

Let now q  q
 
       q
m
 jAj and p
 
       p
m
 jXj be such that qq
 
   q
m
 

m
A
and q
i
p
i
  f for all   i  m We claim qfp
 
     p
m
g is in f

 This
is because looking at the commutative diagram
q
A
f


X
O
m
A

m
A

N
m
f


O
m
X


m
X
q
 
   q
m
 fp
 
g    fp
m
g
since we know from the observation above that q
 
   q
m
fp
 
g    fp
m
g 
N
m
f

 by composing we get qfp
 
g    fp
m
g  
N
m
f


A
and because the
dual of 
m
X
is a functional graph this forces qfp
 
       p
m
g  f


Notice that this works if m   what we get then is that q   E
A
implies q  f



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It is not hard to prove that if f

is dened as the set all pairs qx that
are obtained in the manner above then f

respects the comonoid operations
Hence all we have left to do is show that f

thus dened is a morphism of
coherences Let a  P

n
f

 We want to show 

A
a
A
  

X
a
X
 This is done
in the following way let t be the function on a
X
 dened as
tb
 




 if b  fg


A
a
A
 otherwise
We claim t is a test function The rst condition on test functions holds
because 

A
a
A
 is subidempotent by  and  the unit For the second
condition let b  a
X
be of the form  x for x  P

n
jX N Ij We want to
show tb  

XNI
x the only nontrivial case is if b has only singletons of
jXj as elements in other words if x  jXj For the record let us explicitely
dismiss the other two possibilities one is if b  fg ie x  f g in which
case tb    

XNI
x and the other is if x straddles both jXj and jIj in
which case 

XNI
x   and the inequality is trivial So let us suppose the
elements of b are all of the form fpg  jXj obviously x 
S
b  jXj We
have to show tb  

A
a
A
  

X

S
b this can be done by constructing a set
c  f such that c
A
 a
A
and c
X
 b and using property  on the morphism
f  since the elements of a have the form qfp
 
       p
n
g with qp
i
  f and
fp
 
     p
n
g  a
X
 c is constructed by picking enough such qp
i
 with fp
i
g  b
Then by maximality of 

X
among test functions we get 

A
a
A
  ta
X
 


X
a
X
 and this is the desired result  
Theorem   The Kleisli category of  is cartesian closed 
Proof It turns out that quite a bit more is true since we actually have a
model of linear logic in the sense of 	 The main point of this is that  is a
monoidal comonad in other words that there is a twovariable natural family
of morphisms m
XY
 X  Y  X  Y  along with a morphism I  I
obeying a pretty well known set of equations 	 First notice that given
two diagonal comonoids A B the usual product in the category of comonoids
obtained by furnishing AB with the comonoid structure
AB

A

A

AA B B
exch

AB AB
and
AB
E
A
 E
B

I I



I
is diagonal Then m
XY
is constructed by using the universal property of

XY
 XY  XY on 
X

Y
 X Y  XY  where X Y is given
the product diagonal comonoid structure The morphism m
I
is constructed
by using the universal property of I on the identity I  I where I to the
left is seen as the trivial comonoid The other conditions of 	 are easily
veried  
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What happens ifA is a more general set than Q# Here we have only partial
results but at least
Proposition   Let A be a set which is closed under  and 
 
	 and which
is also an interval as in    Let X be an n Q Acoherence and let 
A
X be
dened by

i j
A
Xj  jXj is the set of nite subsets x  jXj such that 

X
fxg  A	
ii 


A
X
a  

X
a 
Then 
A
X is the cofree diagonal comonoid generated by X in the category
Q
n
A
Coh 
Proof Let A 
A
  E
A
 be a comonoid in Q
n
A
Coh and f A X a morphism
in Q
n
A
Coh Since everything can be embedded in Q
n
Q
Coh there is a morphism
f

A X as above in the latter category All we have to do is show that for
every qx  f

we have 

X
fxg  A But look at the diagram
A
f


X
O
m
A

m
A

N
m
f


O
m
X


m
X
N
m

X

O
m
X
If x  fp
 
   p
m
g we know xfp
 
g    fp
m
g  
m
X
and also
fp
 
g    fp
m
gp
 
   p
m
 
O
m

X

But this chain of morphisms forces


A
fqg  

X
fxg  

N
m
X
fp
 
   p
m
g  

X
fp
 
g      

X
fp
m
g
and we get the desired result by the fact that A is both an interval and closed
under   
It follows that we also have a model of full linear logic since the argument
given in  also applies Notice that the category of diagonal coalgebras
and thus the Kleisli category for 
A
 might turn out to be quite degenerate
We intend to extend our results to the case of strict n Q Acoherences
Acknowledgements It was written using Paul Taylors Latex macros
for commutative diagrams
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